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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND JUSTICE STANDING COMMITTEE 
Sixth Report — “Test and Re-test: The Driver’s Licence Roundabout” — Tabling 

MR P.A. KATSAMBANIS (Hillarys) [10.03 am]: I present for tabling the sixth report of the Community 
Development and Justice Standing Committee titled “Test and Re-test: The Driver’s Licence Roundabout”. 

[See paper 2563.] 

Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: This report has arisen as a result of a lot of inquiries to my electorate office, and 
I know the electorate office of many other members of Parliament, including members of this committee. 
The difficulties associated with obtaining a driver’s licence in Western Australia are now well known. People have 
been contacting members of Parliament and expressing their frustration in the media, voicing their concerns about 
a system that seems to be increasingly and unnecessarily complex, as well as time-consuming and very costly. 
I am now of the belief, after receiving evidence from the Road Safety Commission and the Department of 
Transport, for which I thank them, that the current driver training and licensing system is flawed. In fact, I would 
go further than that and say the system is broken. Any system under which only 43 per cent of people are able to 
pass, and only 39.5 per cent of people in the metropolitan area are able to pass at first instance, is clearly not 
working to the benefit of our community. 

We know that the driver training and licensing system needs to strike a careful balance between maintaining a high 
level of driver quality and safety, and ensuring that the system is equitable and accessible and enables the majority 
of Western Australia to enjoy the benefits that come with having a driver’s licence. In my view, this balance is not 
currently being achieved. Novice drivers are currently required to have more practical experience than ever before. 
In the last couple of years, the number of supervised driving hours learner drivers are required to complete before 
they can take their practical driving assessment has increased significantly. That is a good thing. All the experts 
tell us that, theoretically, this should lead to better drivers, and improved road safety outcomes. If learner drivers 
undergo more training before they take their assessment, theoretically more people should pass the assessment. 
However, despite learner drivers having more practical experience, the practical driving assessment failure rate is 
persistently high, and getting worse. In my opinion, the failure rate is far too high. That indicates that something 
is wrong with the process of training and testing. In particular, having fixed the training part, or having improved 
the training part, the focus and spotlight needs to go onto testing. High failure rates create a significant impost of 
cost, time and stress on learner drivers and their families. This obviously impacts disproportionately on young 
people. It may also have a catastrophic impact on Aboriginal people, and people from culturally and linguistically 
diverse backgrounds. Many of these people already face significant barriers to obtaining a driver’s licence. 
That includes difficulty in accessing a qualified supervisor and a suitable vehicle in which to complete their 
required minimum hours of supervised driving. If they have to undertake the driver assessment again and again, 
the barriers become even higher. 

Another important issue is the risk that excessively high failure rates could increase the incidence of unlicensed 
driving on our roads. The incidence of unlicensed driving is already bad enough. We should be working hard to 
reduce the incidence, not create barriers that might inadvertently lead to more unlicensed driving. We know that 
the consequences of unlicensed driving are potentially catastrophic. That could be avoided if greater effort was 
made to address the systemic problem that more than half of the novice drivers who take their practical driving 
assessment fail. There is no doubt that holding a driver’s licence is a privilege, not a right, and that driver quality 
must not be compromised for the sake of convenience. However, it is clear to the committee, having looked at this 
area, that there is plenty of scope to make improvements that will ease pressure on the system and individuals 
alike, without sacrificing road safety. 

Our committee undertook its agency review into this important subject matter by focusing on the Road Safety 
Commission. That is what our committee can look at. We cannot look at government agencies that are included in 
the Department of Transport. This issue needs further attention. I hope that a committee such as the Economics and 
Industry Standing Committee might look at this issue. We hope that this report will assist those bodies to make 
improvements that will lead to better training and licensing regimes that will ultimately enhance road safety 
outcomes for all Western Australians. If anyone wants to dispute the fact that the system is flawed and broken, 
they just need to look at this very brief report. Overall pass rates in 2010 were 56.2 per cent, with a 69 per cent 
pass rate in regional areas and a 52.8 per cent pass rate in metropolitan areas. That was back in 2010 when there 
was not a lot of emphasis on pre-assessment driving, so a learner driver did not need to do that many hours before 
they could go to the assessment. Pass rates were bad enough back then and it could be argued that people were 
attending tests unprepared. In 2018, eight years later, the overall pass rates had dropped from 56.2 per cent to 
43.5 per cent. In regional areas, they had gone from 69 per cent to 56.2 per cent and in the metropolitan area, from 
52.8 per cent to 39.5 per cent. Only four out of 10 people who present in the metropolitan area pass the first time. 
The statistics get even worse, because the second time someone goes for a driver’s licence assessment, around 
half the people fail again, so a large number of people have to go three times. They have to pay more money for 
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the assessment, take time off work or school and pay more money to an instructor to go with them to the 
assessment. It is just clogging up the system. I get a consistent complaint from parents of younger people, and 
I know other members get it too, because I have spoken about it before. It is primarily younger people who go for 
their driver’s licence, but it is not only them. Parents complain to me that the system is nuts. They say their child 
has done their 50 hours, they have worked hard, they go there, they do the test and they fail. They then bulk book 
multiple tests months and months in advance, so anyone wanting to book a test cannot book one for the next week 
or the following week; they have to book it months in advance. People who might be working shifts, FIFO or even 
worrying about school exams cannot predict that far out what their roster or commitments are going to be like, so 
it is an amazing impost on families and young people. We have to look at that. We should not sweep this sort of 
stuff under the carpet. 

I know other members will speak about this report, but another issue that comes out of it is that in the metropolitan 
area in particular, where the failure rates are worse and the pass rates lower, there is such a variance in those rates. 
The pass rate in Cannington in 2018 was 57.4 per cent and in Rockingham, it was 54.2 per cent. Getting to the bottom 
end of the table, in Joondalup the pass rate was 36.9 per cent and in Mirrabooka, 36.3 per cent. I do not think in 
2019 we can run an argument that the young people learning to drive in the northern suburbs are that much worse 
when they present for a practical driving assessment than the young people in the southern suburbs. I do not think 
it washes. It clearly does not wash anymore. We need to look at this area and find out what is really going on. 

It is no surprise that the members of this committee who seem to get the most inquiries about this matter from 
constituents and families are the deputy chair, the member for Burns Beach, and me, both being members in the 
northern suburbs. The statistics bear that out; that is, in Joondalup and Mirrabooka, which are the two places that 
people in the northern suburbs primarily go for a driver’s assessment, there is such a terrible pass rate of people 
who are better prepared and have done far more learning hours than ever before. There are online tools that have 
been created as well. A lot of work has been done on that part of the system. I believe the spotlight needs to be 
shone better on the testing system. The way our committees are structured, a committee cannot really look at that 
side of things. We can look at it from a road safety perspective and from the perspective of the impact it has on 
young people, with a focus on youth, Aboriginal people and culturally and linguistically diverse communities. 
We know that they are the people disadvantaged here. They are absolutely disadvantaged. 

Unfortunately, this report cannot delve into the reasons behind the testing regime being where it is today and it 
having declined so rapidly over the last decade or so. I hope this report is a starting point for, as I said, perhaps 
another committee of this place that has oversight over the Department of Transport, or even the minister, to get 
onto this issue. This is where the practical non-partisan politics lie in this community—young people trying to get 
a driver’s licence. In regional areas, young people definitely need a driver’s licence because of a lack of access to 
public transport. People who want to get to their university, TAFE college or even their school need a driver’s 
licence, as do people who want to get to their jobs and people who simply want to be mobile in our community. 
They are having these barriers apply to them with no apparent rhyme or reason. 

A few things can probably be done quickly, but I will not raise all of them today. Suffice to say that I think the 
angst that families feel in getting young people to the stage of obtaining a driver’s licence is hard enough as it is. 
The impost on families because of the increased number of hours of learning a person needs to do before they can 
go for their driver’s assessment is higher—sometimes from a cost point of view and sometimes simply from 
a logistical point of view. That has been done. Families have accepted that. They want young people to be better 
prepared to go for their tests, and they are. But they are asking us all the time: Why is it a lottery? Why is it so 
different in some suburbs compared with other suburbs? Why is there this anecdotal evidence that if someone 
wants to get a licence, they should not go to one particular centre but to another one? That needs to be fixed. 
We need some transparency in the system, we need some consistency in the system and we need some 
predictability in the system. At the end of the day, we need to unclog the system so that people can get through it 
in a better manner and, in particular, to ensure that a broken system is not driving people to drive unlicensed, 
because that could have catastrophic outcomes. 

MR M.J. FOLKARD (Burns Beach) [10.17 am]: I rise to speak to the sixth report of the Community Development 
and Justice Standing Committee, “Test and Re-test: The Driver’s Licence Roundabout”. This report raised some 
serious concerns for me, particularly the things the chair has just mentioned. I have been receiving quite a few 
complaints about driver’s licensing that could possibly instigate the committee to look at this issue. Real concerns 
were raised about the lack of consistency in the testing regime. That was clearly evidenced by the lack of 
consistency in the rates of pass and fail marks for the practical driving assessment. In Joondalup, 36 per cent of 
people passed on their first attempt.  

This report really raises some serious concerns. One is whether the drivers going for the practical driving 
assessment received enough training and whether they were ready for the assessment. When they did get there, 
was it a level playing field? Clearly, the differences between the country and the city and in the metropolitan region 
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of who was passing lack consistency. There is something wrong with the system. This report clearly evidences 
that we need to have a look at this space. Are we preparing a kid or a young driver with adequate skills to drive on 
the roads? I think we have some problems here. This can be reflected in some of the complaints I have been 
receiving from my constituents. A father rang me and we had a conversation for over an hour, and he broke down 
in tears. His daughter had gone for a practical driving assessment 13 times and had failed every time. He had been 
paying for a qualified driving instructor to train his daughter and she was not able to achieve the standard or the 
competencies deemed by the assessors in that space. His daughter had become an emotional train wreck and she 
had to have counselling. I am trying to pick the right words, but her lack of confidence has grown through this 
process of assessment to such a point that, as I said, she had to get counselling. She is absolutely terrified of getting 
in the car and doing the driver assessment. If that is an example of how broken this system is, clearly this is an 
alarm bell for the government to adopt a bipartisan approach in this particular space. 

I am concerned that the committee, through its inquiries, found that high failure rates in the examination process 
are seen as a success. That culture is wrong. If people are not meeting the competency levels and a high failure 
rate is the tick of success, what is going on here? Are the driver trainers getting proper feedback about their 
practical driving assessments? I think not. I can only reflect on the anecdotal experiences that I have heard about 
from constituents within my community, and that worries me. Yesterday an anecdotal comment was made to me 
that there is a driver assessor who has a seven per cent first-pass rate. That really worries me. If a high failure rate 
is deemed within the assessing community to be a success, we have a problem. Conversely, I am also concerned 
about the reliance on parents teaching kids to drive with over 50 hours of supervision. I said in my first speech in 
this place that when parents teach their children to drive, I believe it is a case of a poor driver reinforcing poor 
driving habits. I do not think that will be a success. 

As reflected in the report, people sitting their practical driving assessment clearly are not meeting the levels of 
competency—that is the key in this space. I asked questions about this and members can refer to them in the 
hearing transcripts. My other concern is that maybe we are creating a subclass within our community. The chances 
of a young person getting a job without a driver’s licence are vastly reduced. The rate of youth unemployment in 
some areas within my electorate is over 20 per cent. Most young kids get their first job in the hospitality industry 
and they work outside normal working hours. The opportunities for them to use public transport are severely 
restricted. I suggest that out in the regional areas that is an even greater impediment to kids working. If those kids 
come from culturally and linguistically diverse communities, that has a multiplier effect. My worry is that the 
system does not prepare people to the right standard to sit a practical driving assessment. This may be reflected in 
the poor pass rates, but it also may be a reflection of the quality of training that they receive. Mr Cameron was 
quite adamant that the 50 hours of supervised driving was the way forward in that particular space. After reflection 
on the evidence that we have heard in this area, my concern is that if we have poor drivers teaching new drivers 
how to drive, we are reinforcing bad habits with more bad habits. That may be reflected by the road toll. In my 
experience as a policeman before I entered into this place, I used to carry out the driving assessments in 
regional WA. Clearly there is an issue here. This current system is an amber light. We need to go back and look at 
it and there needs to be a better way going forward. 
I will end my comments there and leave members of this place and the community at large to read the report. 
Although the report is limited by what we could cover off as a committee, there definitely are some concerns in 
that space. I thank the house for its time. 

MR Z.R.F. KIRKUP (Dawesville) [10.25 am]: I, too, wish to speak on the sixth report of the Community Development 
and Justice Standing Committee, “Test and Re-test: The Driver’s Licence Roundabout”. Just briefly, I would like 
to thank my fellow committee members for their work on this report, particularly the chair and, indeed, the deputy 
chair—I know that this was a passion of his. The members for Hillarys and Burns Beach get complaints, largely from 
families with young children, about gaining their driver’s licence. Conversely, in my experience, I have more 
experienced individuals who have issues with retaining their driver’s licence, given their age. It is an issue that I have 
raised a number of times with the Minister for Transport who, to be fair, has always been very receptive to them. 

In following on from the members for Hillarys and Burns Beach, it is very clear that in Western Australia, and 
Perth in particular, a driver’s licence is needed to get around. As good as the investment might be in public 
transport over many decades, Perth is a very large city — 

Dr A.D. Buti: You should cycle. 

Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: We should cycle more, member for Armadale. If only the government would put more 
money into bike paths. 

Perth is an expansive city from north to south. I believe it is the second largest, topographically, in the world. 
I could be wrong. The distance from the north to the south means that more often than not a person needs a vehicle 
to get around. That impacts young people and those who are vulnerable, and the member for Burns Beach talked 
about the impacts on people from CALD communities. Practical driving instruction with instructors is cost 
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prohibitive for anyone from a vulnerable background, making it difficult for them to pass their practical driving 
assessment and obtain a licence to gain employment or just for mobility throughout our city, which is imperative 
given that we are dependent on motor vehicles. The impact on vulnerable communities is significant. It is important 
that the committee’s work is considered in a more in-depth manner to see what improvements can be made. 

I can recall my own experiences. Both my parents worked quite hard and very rarely had any time to take me out 
for any driving lessons. I think that I did it once with my father but my mother was never game enough to come 
in the car with me. They also did not have any money for lessons. I think I got $40 from my family to put towards 
the professional driving instructor’s fee. They did not have money to provide the necessary hours that one needs 
with a professional driving instructor and they did not have the time to take me out as much as I wanted because they 
were both from a working background. I was very lucky to have a number of family members, particularly my aunt 
and uncle, who helped me gain my driving licence. I am really lucky that I had that opportunity. Of course, if 
a youth comes from a community or lives in circumstances in which that is not the case, and their parents come 
from a working background, it is incredibly difficult for them to do the requisite training hours with a professional 
driving instructor in order to sit their assessment and then gain their driver’s licence. When they do sit their practical 
driving assessment, the pass rates are so variable that it becomes cost prohibitive to re-sit the test over and over. 

Dr D.J. Honey: It is $300 for five lessons. That is what I am paying. 

Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: The member for Cottesloe advises me that it costs $300 for five lessons.  

That is so expensive for something that is so vital for anyone living in Perth. By extension, I remember having 
a conversation with the former Chief Justice about what government can do quickly to alleviate any particular 
issues when it comes to Aboriginal youth justice. What changes could a government make to help break the 
cycle of incarceration and incursions with the justice system that young Aboriginal people face? The former 
Chief Justice said to me that we could look at driver’s licence arrangements. Very often, people living in remote 
and regional Aboriginal communities have their first incursion with the justice system as a result of a motor 
vehicle or a licensing offence, and things start to snowball from there. I recognise that some work has been done 
to expand remote driver’s licence services out to those communities, and I think the Department of Transport 
has done some important work there. The whole crux of the argument put by this committee in the first instance 
is we know that if someone does not have a driver’s licence in Perth, or more broadly speaking, in 
Western Australia, the impact can be quite severe for the rest of that person’s life. The impact on the rest of 
their life can be so significant. The criminal justice cycle that can occur after that point—someone simply trying 
to get from town to town with their family, or whatever it might be—goes on to have an exponential effect 
further down the line. That was the advice from the former Chief Justice. That comes back to something that 
a lot of us who come from a family background with means and the ability to gain a driver’s licence probably 
take for granted. I can only imagine what it would be like for someone who is new to Australia, who might not 
speak outstanding English, or who may have difficulty understanding the theoretical driving test and things like 
that. There are a lot of issues that go with this. 

In my very brief contribution, I would like to highlight the importance of having a driver’s licence in Western Australia, 
the impact on someone who does not have one, and where that person could end up further down the line. If we 
heed the words of the former Chief Justice and make access to driver’s licences more readily accessible, or perhaps 
more streamlined, with more certainty in practical driving assessments, more standardisation, more rigour around 
driving instructors, and maybe ease of access for those instructors, then maybe we will not have such inconsistency. 
Practical driving assessment pass rates go from 39 per cent in places such as Mirrabooka and Willagee up to  
60 per cent in other areas. That disparity does not make sense to me nor to this committee, I would argue. It 
highlights the problem we have. 

I commend this committee report. It is a short read but a very, very good one. I thank the committee staff for their 
assistance and again thank my colleagues for bringing what I think is a very important and often overlooked issue 
to this place. 
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